
Grow Revenue

Efficiently grow your 
treasury services business 
with our scalable 
platform.

Stay Compliant

Customizable reporting and 
business intelligence for 
regulators, risk 
management, Originator 
reviews, and internal audit.

Avoid Losses

Advanced analytics for 
identifying high-risk 
originators and 
transactions.

Affirmative 
Technologies

Founded in 1998.

Software as a service 

for electronic 

payment risk 

management, 

compliance and 

reporting.

We serve leading 

financial institutions 

and payment 

processors.

Reduce Costs

Eliminate manual 
processes and messy 
spreadsheets.
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ACH Risk Manager TM CORE

FED
Multi-Factor Login

Client Self-Service

24 Hour Operation

Full Visibility

Out of Band

Ecosystem

Risk Manager can sit in front of or behind your ACH core processing system. We are core 
agnostic.  Whether you are running PEP+ on premise or are hosting your core processing with 
Fiserv, FIS, or Jack Henry, our risk management engine automates your workflow.

Applies Limits

Originator Activity Monitoring and 

Alerts

Compliance & Executive Reporting

Originator Scoring & Pattern Detection

Automated Returns Management 

Warehouses Transactions

Applies NOC Corrections

Produces NACHA and X9 files

Third Party 

Senders

Commercial 

Clients

Online Banking



Risk Manager’s dashboard views make it easy to identify potential issues in your ACH and X937 

payment files. Intelligent context menus allow you to view reports, explore files, and approve 

violations with a click. All of your actions are recorded and stored for auditing purposes.



Risk Manager’s tiered system makes managing multiple processors and originators easy. 

Processor settings, SEC code permissions, and risk limits are configured on a relationship level. 

Everything is managed by you in the application. No additional outside support is required.



Custom Reports
Create ad hoc, on demand reports from your 

origination, return, and risk data

Dashboards
Group reports into dashboards, tailored to your 

exact needs

Emails
Send reports via email to any address

Scheduling
Automatically deliver reports and dashboards 

on your schedule

Exports
Export your reports to CSV, Excel, PDF, HTML or 

a popular image format

Alerts
Receive email and in-application notifications 

when reports exceed defined thresholds

ACH Risk Manager Business 

Intelligence, Reporting & Alerts
Security – Reliability – Accuracy

ACH Risk Manager Business Intelligence is our custom business intelligence analytics reporting 

system. This custom-built data warehouse allows you to view trends and make strategic data-

driven decisions using your transaction history. Dynamically run and update any of our 50+ 

prebuilt reports or create new ad-hoc reports on the fly. 



Dashboard reports feature filters allowing you to drill down on 

specific dates, processors, originators, and more. KPI’s allow 

you to view information at a glance. Embed as many reports as 

needed onto your dashboards and customize the layout with 

the drag-and-drop organizer.



View your data as a pivot table, a 

summary table, or graphically. Each 

report can be presented in the 

format of your choosing and 

changed on a click.

Each report can be customized for your 

needs. Change color schemes, sorting 

orders, and hover text right in the 

browser. 



When creating new reports, choose 

the audience you want to share them 

with. Keep reports private or share 

them with another user or a group of 

users.

Reports support live filtering, allow you 

to drill down or drill across for more 

insight, and can be exported as either 

data or a graphic.



The report scheduling system allows you to 

choose an export format for your report and 

automatically set up a recurring email. At the 

time of your choosing, the system will 

automatically generate your new reports and 

email them directly to your inbox.

The alert system can be configured to monitor 

your reports for specific events and notify you 

when there are changes. For example, you might 

create an alert for returns monitoring each 

processors return rate and notifying you when 

they cross a specific threshold.



Stay Compliant
Contact Info 

Office 

28100 US Hwy 19N 

Clearwater, FL 33761

727-772-9881

Affirmativeusa.com

Linkedin.com/company/affirmativeusa
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Reduce Costs 

Avoid Losses

Grow Revenue


